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Abstract. In the common unit selection implementations, F0 continuity is mea-
sured as one of concatenation cost features with the expectation that smooth units
transition (regarding speech melody) is ensured when the difference of F0 is
low enough. This measure generally uses a static F0 value computed at the units
boundary. In the present paper we show, however, that the use of static F0 values
is not enough for smooth speech units concatenation, and that a dynamic nature
of the F0 contour must be taken into account. Two schemes of dynamic F0 han-
dling are presented, and speech generated by both schemes is compared by means
of listening tests on specially selected phrases which are known to carry unnat-
ural artefacts. Advantages and disadvantages of the individual schemes are also
discussed.
Keywords: text-to-speech synthesis, unit selection, concatenation cost, funda-
mental frequency F0

1 Introduction

There have been many papers describing concatenation cost features in unit selection
speech synthesis, [20,21,15,4,16,1,13,14] to name a few. While most of them aim at
determining the sources of spectral discontinuities, with results often in contradiction,
in [5] was shown that a large number of audible discontinuities tend to appear at joins
with incoherent F0 values in the wider area around concatenation points.

There is a general agreement across unit selection researches that the incorpo-
ration of F0 continuity measure at the units boundaries is an essential condition of
smooth concatenation achievement. Usually, however, the authors limit this feature
to simple “static” F0 difference in Hz (or log(Hz) in some cases) [3,2,12], i.e. d =∣∣ f e(i) − f b(i + 1)

∣∣, where f e(i) denotes the F0 value assigned to the end of the i th

unit, and f b(i + 1) value assigned to the beginning of the (i + 1)th unit. The man-
ner of F0 computation may differ (and it usually does) for individual approaches, but it
basically is an average through several epoch periods to eliminate the F0 fast changes
in microprosody. Nevertheless, whatever the F0 computing scheme, it must be ensured
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that f e(i) = f b(i + 1), and thus d = 0, for the two units following each other in the
speech corpus.

In this paper, the preliminary experiments taking into account wider F0 context are
described and discussed. In our work we extend [8], but instead of evaluating specially
designed phrases with a single concatenation point in the middle of vowels [5], we will
employ a real TTS system on which the results are obtained.

2 The Ways of F0 Dynamics Modelling

First, let us describe what the baseline implementation of concatenation cost compu-
tation looks like in our TTS system ARTIC [11,6]. When concatenating two units (di-
phones in our case) i and i + 1, the concatenation cost Cc(i, i + 1) is computed as

Cc(i, i + 1) =
Cc

S(i, i + 1) + Cc
E (i, i + 1) + Cc

F (i, i + 1)

3
(1)

whereCc
S(i, i+1) is the Euclidean distance of 12MFCC coefficients expecting to reflect

spectral smoothness of the concatenated units1, Cc
E (i, i + 1) is the absolute difference

of energy, and Cc
F (i, i + 1) reflects the “static” F0 difference at the units boundaries,

computed according to Equation (7) as Cc
F (i, i + 1) =

∣∣δ( f e(i), f b(i + 1)
)∣∣.

All the features are computed in the pitch-synchronous way, meaning that each
pitch-mark (see [7] for the definition) has been assigned the value of energy, F0 (being
NaN for unvoiced pitch-marks), and the vector of MFCC coefficients. All the values are
z-score normalized to align their ranges. Then, each unit boundary obtained by HTK-
alignment process [10,9] is tied with the set of features computed for the pitch-mark
being the closest to the given boundary.

While both energy and MFCC are computed from a window of fixed length, centred
around the pitch-mark the resulting value is assigned to, the computation of F0 is slightly
more complicated. For a sequence of voiced pitch-marks p(k), k = 1, 2, . . . , K , each
pitch-mark has assigned mean F0 value f (k):

f (k) =

y−1∑
l=x

1
p(l+1)−p(l)

y − x
(2)

x = k − w⌊ k
K

+ 0.5⌋ (3)

y = k + w⌊ K − k
K

+ 0.5⌋ (4)

wherew is the fixed number of epochs through which the F0 is computed. As illustrated
on Figure 1, it enables the use of a fixed number of epochs regardless of whether the
F0 value is computed at the beginning, middle, or at the end of the voiced pitch-marks
sequence.
1 The use of MFCC is revised currently, since our evidence suggests that it does not seem to be
an appropriate feature for such measure. Therefore, although it is used in this experiment, it
may become invalid in foreseeable future.
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t

Fig. 1. The illustration of pitch-synchronous F0 values computation. K = 10, w = 4, vertical
lines represent pitch-marks.

In this paper we experiment only with values of Cc
F (i, i + 1) in Equation (1). The

remaining features, as well as the manner of target cost computation, stay untouched.

2.1 Delta Coefficients

Natural consideration of F0 dynamics employment is to use “classic” delta coefficients.
However, they are not very suitable for unit selection synthesis, since they reflect the
dynamics only in a relatively near point around the concatenation point. Although such
dynamics are usually used together with spectral and other features in HMM synthesis
(where their use is legitimate since HMMworks as generator on model states), their use
for longer cross-unit F0 fluency policing is not very effective.

To illustrate it, let us take HTK [22] toolkit as an example. For kth feature value, its
dynamic coefficients are computed as:

D(k) =

I∑
i=1

i
(

F(k + i) − F(k − i)
)

2
I∑

i=1
i2

(5)

where I is the configurable length of window through the dynamics are computed and F
is the value of the feature (F0 in out case). It is obvious that even with I > 1, the largest
portion of the delta value is taken from the difference to k − 1 and k +1 point. And the
same situation is for the acceleration (delta-delta) coefficients, which are computed by
Equation (5), except using the computed D in place of F .

Contrary to this, we aimed at involving the wider tendency of F0 behaviour, since
it is natural supra-segmental feature expressing the communication function of a phrase
crossing several adjacent phones. On the other hand, the considered context must not
be too wide (e.g. crossing several diphones) since the feature would not reflect what it
is intended to (i.e. the smoothness of join), but it would instead describe something like
supra-segmental prosody tendencies, while a local audible unnatural artefact could still
happen.

2.2 Contour Comparison

Quite encouraging results were reported in [8], in which the vector of 8 F0 values
extracted from the vicinity of carefully designed concatenation point is able to detect
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audible discontinuities with accuracy about 90%. Therefore, we were curious whether
the scheme is able to provide a similar result when employed in the real TTS system.

To compare the contour F0 values, each unit boundary was extended with 9 F0
values. That is, f b(i, k), k = 1.2, . . . , 9 values were assigned to the beginning of i th unit
with f b(i, 5) equal to the beginning of the unit, and similarly, f e(i, k), k = 1.2, . . . , 9
are assigned to the end of unit equal to f e(i, 5); see Figure 2 for the illustration. Thus,
the requirement f e(i, k) = f b(i + 1, k) from Section 1 is still valid ∀i, k for adjacent
units, while the context 9 pitch-marks long is compared in the concatenation cost.

fb(i+1,1)

fe(i,9)

t

F0

diphone i

diphone (i+1)

1   2    3   4   5   6    7    8    9

Fig. 2. The illustration of F0 contour computation on a join of voiced diphones boundary. The
dashed line connects values f e(i), dotted connects values f b(i + 1), black triangles represent
the k = 1.2, . . . , 9 pairs of the F0 values used in Equation (6). Concatenation point is dotted
vertical line.

The value of F0-related sub-cost is computed here using Euclidean distance between
the corresponding f values as:

Cc
F (i, i + 1) =

√√√√ 9∑
k=1

δ

(
f e(i, k), f b(i + 1, k)

)2

(6)

where δ(a, b) is function defined as:

δ(a, b) =


a − b, a ̸= NaN, b ̸= NaN
0, a = b = NaN
6, otherwise

(7)

with the value 6 chosen as large enough, since the difference of z-score normalized
values f will exceed it for large F0 differences only (exactly it is in case a ≤ −3, b ≥ 3,
each having 0.1% likelihood). However, the particular value does not matter a great deal.

2.3 Slope

The main disadvantage of F0 contour comparison scheme is its higher computation
cost — there are 9 floating points multiplications followed by square root evaluation.
Considering the number of evaluations which are carried out during the concatenation
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cost computing (may approach 250 millions, as described in [18]), such a scheme will
have a significant negative impact on the performance of the TTS system, which would
be notable especially on lower-resource devices, e.g. smart-phones [19].

This is the reason why we have experimented with another scheme of F0 dynamics
embedding – the comparison of the F0 slope of the concatenated units; in [8] it was
reported as only slightly worse than the use of contour. Firstly, we have computed the
slope of F0 using the linear regression of all the F0 values measured on a voiced phone
(such covered by voiced pitch-marks in more than 70% of length2); let us mark it as
S( j), where j is the index of phone within a phrase. Then, the sequence of phones
is converted to diphones, so two values S( j), S( j + 1) are assigned to diphones as
S( j) = Se(i − 1) = Sb(i), S( j + 1) = Se(i) = Sb(i + 1); the whole scheme is
illustrated on Figure 3. The value of F0-related sub-cost is then computed as:

S(j) = Se(i −1) = Sb(i) t

F0

phone j phone (j+1)

diphone i diphone (i+1)diphone (i−1)

S(j+1) = Se(i) = Sb(i+1)

fe(i−1) = fb(i) f e(i) = fb(i+1)

t

F0

diphone i diphone (i+1)

Se(i)

Sb(i+1)

fe(i)

fb(i+1)

Fig. 3. The illustration of F0 slope (line) computation and its phone-to-diphone distribution in the
upper part of the Figure. In the lower part, the dashed line represents F0 contour ( f e(i) = ▲)
and slope Se(i), dotted line illustrates contour ( f b(i + 1) = ▼) and slope Sb(i + 1) used in
Equation (8). Concatenation point is dotted vertical line.

Cc
F (i, i + 1) =



3
∣∣ f e(i) − f b(i + 1)

∣∣ + 2
∣∣Se(i) − Sb(i + 1)

∣∣ , f e(i) ̸= NaN,

f b(i + 1) ̸= NaN
0, f e(i) =

f b(i + 1) = NaN
15 = 9 + 6, otherwise

(8)

2 This is slight difference from [8] when the slope was computed only through 4 pitch-periods
around the concatenation point
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where the first part is the difference of z-score F0 values at the diphone boundaries
computed exactly as in the baseline system, and the second part is the difference of F0
slopes. The weights were chosen to slightly prefer the static F0 value to the slope.

3 Evaluation

To evaluate the effect of F0 dynamics modelling, we have designed listening tests with
20 phrases taken from the set in which the largest number of unnatural artefacts were
evaluated in our internal research. There were 14 people involved in the test for which
3-point scale CCR (comparison category rating) form was used. The pairs compared
were baseline × slope and contour × slope, presented in the randomized ordering. The
baseline × contour test had been carried out earlier during the research to clarify results
from [8], but lower number of listeners participated in it. Therefore, although we present
the results of this test as well, and the tendency they display is in agreement with the
overall results, note that they are not fully comparable with the main tests.

Table 1. The comparison of preference of the individual system versions.

Test (A × B) Prefer A No preference Prefer B

contour × slope 38.8% 36.9% 24.3%
baseline × slope 16.5% 43.5% 40.1%
baseline × contour 9.0% 34.0% 57.0%

It can clearly be seen that while contour-incorporating version is generally preferred,
both versions are preferred to the baseline system, where only the difference of unit
boundaries-related “static” F0 is computed. When comparing contour to slope, there
is slight preference for the use of contour; we expect that the reason is more precise
F0 contour comparison. On the other hand, this computation scheme is much more
demanding, as mentioned in Section 2.3. It may seem that the use contour-based
dynamics are evidently more preferred to the baseline that the slope is, but note again
that this test has not been carried out by the same number of listeners, although on the
same set of phrases.

4 Conclusion

The results presented are in general agreement with the results of [8], so it may be
concluded that the use of dynamic F0 features as a part of the concatenation cost has
noticeable effect on the quality of speech synthesis. What remains to be found is the
most effective, both in terms quality improvement and computation speed, scheme of
the features comparison. We plan experiments, where, for example, fewer F0 points will
be compared in the contour scheme, or where the Euclidean distance in Equation (6) will
be replaced by the mean of

∣∣δ( f e(i, k), f b(i, k)
)∣∣ absolute differences. We also need to

check the slope computed exactly as described in [8].
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Moreover, as a part of listening tests stimuli, we plan to use phrases where clear F0
artefact is found, when generated by baseline system. Currently, although the evaluated
phrases do contain unnatural artefacts, they may be of any type. Due to the rather small
range of listening test and the fact that only phrases used for evaluation have been
synthesized, we did not also carry out the evaluation of results reliability, as described
in [17]. We plan to do so in the near future.

Special thanks are due to National Grid Infrastructure MetaCentrum, providing the
access to computing and storage facilities under the program LM2010005 “Projects of
Large Infrastructure for Research, Development, and Innovations”.
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